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Commentary… 

 
Bibi Isn’t Going Anywhere       By Jonathan S. Tobin  

Lack of faith in institutions, electoral math, and the absence of viable 
alternatives mean that Benjamin Netanyahu is going to remain prime 
minister for some time yet. 
 Most of the Israeli premier’s critics assumed that if the corruption 
charges that had been hurled against him in recent years stuck, he was 
finished. Now that the Israeli police have formally recommended that he be 
indicted on two separate accusations, they are cheering what seems like his 
imminent demise. 
 But as dismal as his situation seems, Netanyahu’s vow to stay in office 
isn’t the bravado of a desperate man. The betting here is not only that he 
will still be prime minister a year from now, but that he may be infuriating 
his foes from his current position for much longer than that. 
 How is that possible? 

The answer lies in the law, the divisive nature of Israeli politics, and 
electoral math. 
 The first reason is the simplest. Though a recommendation from the 
police that he be indicted sounds awful, it is meaningless unless it is 
followed by indictments. 
 The only person who can authorize them is Attorney General Avichai 
Mendelblit, who now holds the future of the country in his hands. 
Mendelblit is expected to take months before making a decision, meaning it 
is entirely possible that the spring will pass with Netanyahu’s fate still 
hanging in the balance. 
 The chorus of Netanyahu critics in the Israeli media believes that if 
Mendelblit is as honest as he seems, indictments must follow. They may be 
right, but it’s also true, as I noted last week, that there is less to the 
accusations than meets the eye. 
 The charge that wealthy supporters bribed him with 1 million shekels 
worth of cigars and champagne, and got favors in return, looks sleazy. But 
the loose connection between the favors and the gifts is more about bad 
optics than anything that could stand up in court. In the absence of direct 
proof of a quid pro quo arrangement, the gifts appear unseemly but hardly 
criminal. American observers should also note that even if what the police 
say was true, what Netanyahu did would not be illegal in the United States. 
 As for the charge relating to Netanyahu’s bizarre talks with a 
newspaper publisher, the claim that the discussion was illegal is risible. 
While Netanyahu’s taped comments, in which he promised to undermine 
Israel Hayom — a pro-Netanyahu newspaper owned by casino owner (and 
JNS donor) Sheldon Adelson — in exchange for a ceasefire from the highly 
critical Arnon Mozes and his Yediot Ahronot was a betrayal of a friend. 
The deal never happened and wouldn’t have been illegal anyway. 
 That means it is possible that Mendelblit will look at what is, at best, a 
shaky case on the bribes and a transparently weak one on the newspapers, 
and decide that there is no way either will ever bring a conviction. And so, 
he’ll refuse to indict. 
 But whether he does or not, the arbitrary reasoning in which unseemly 
behavior is being treated as criminal is part of the reason why Netanyahu 
believes his party will stand by him come what may. 
 One can argue that the right thing to do would be for Netanyahu to step 
down if he were indicted, even if the law would allow him to stay in office 
until he was actually convicted. But since Netanyahu and many of his 
supporters question the legitimacy of the prosecution, it’s almost certain 
that he will choose to fight rather than resign. 
 As is the case in the United States — where a bifurcated political 
culture has led to a situation where liberals and conservatives not only don’t 
read, listen to, or watch the same media, but also don’t believe anything 
said by the opposing camp — the same is true in Israel. Likudniks believe, 
with good reason, that the media and much of the country’s intellectual, 
financial, legal, and media establishments are hopelessly biased against 
Netanyahu and anyone from the right. Even if the case against the prime 
minister was stronger than the one assembled by the police, it’s entirely 
possible that the Likud wouldn’t depose the prime minister. 
 That’s why none of the three most likely potential successors to 

Netanyahu within the 
Likud — Yisrael Katz, 
Gilad Erdan, and 
Gideon Sa’ar — will make a move 
against him until the moment he 
waves the white flag and resigns, 
assuming that ever happens (or that 
the party would ever accept a member 
of that trio as its leader). The same 
goes for the trio of right-wing 

coalition partners who may wish to someday lead the Likud or whatever 
party emerges to lead the nationalist camp after Netanyahu: Naftali 
Bennett, Avigdor Lieberman, and Moshe Kahlon. 
 At the same time, the opposition to the Likud remains weak. There is 
no general clamor for Yesh Atid’s Yair Lapid or the Zionist 
Union/Labor’s Avi Gabbay to succeed Netanyahu. Indeed, polls taken 
following the police report show that if elections were held now, the same 
center-right coalition led by Netanyahu would prevail. 
 That means it’s entirely possible that Netanyahu will call for elections 
to be moved up (his current term won’t expire until the end of 2019) to 
sometime this year. His expectation would be that he’d win despite the 
police charges, and then — armed with the imprimatur of an election 
victory — be able to stay in office, even if Mendelblit indicted him, until 
the conclusion of a trial that would undoubtedly take years. 
 And so, Israel’s already nasty political culture will get even nastier in 
the coming months and years. But the notion that it will be impossible for 
Netanyahu to govern isn’t correct. As Americans have learned in the last 
year as President Trump had to cope with the burden of the Mueller probe 
into Russian collusion, democracy can function even under such difficult 
circumstances. 
 There is a chance, of course, that it won’t end well for Netanyahu. But 
for good or for ill, the end of his time as prime minister seems to be 
nowhere in sight.   (Algemeiner Feb 14) 
 

 
The Police Recommend, the Attorney General Decides 
By Aviad Hacohen 
 Law enforcement officials had a vociferous debate in 2004 when then-
Prime Minister Ariel Sharon was accused of receiving a bribe in the so-
called Greek island affair. 
 State Attorney Edna Arbel was adamant that there were sufficient 
grounds for an indictment against Sharon. A draft indictment was 
prepared, and the only thing needed for a trial to go forward was Attorney 
General Meni Mazuz. 
 However, unlike Arbel, Mazuz was not so sure. He said the evidence 
gathered by the Israel Police did not even come close to the threshold 
needed for an indictment. Tempers flared at the Justice Ministry during the 
debate. But ultimately Mazuz put his foot down and declared: "There are 
those whose job it is to issue recommendations and there are also those 
whose job it is to decide." Of course, it is the attorney general who has the 
final say when it comes to indictments in such cases. 
 If the attorney general can overrule the state attorney, as happened 
then, he is definitely allowed to ignore recommendations by the police. 
Under Israeli law, deciding on an indictment is the attorney general's 
exclusive prerogative. Of course, the views of senior law enforcement 
officials do carry weight, and the attorney general does have to consider 
these when he makes this decision. 
 But the decision ultimately rests with him, and he must exercise this 
authority with moderation, without prejudice, and with an open mind. It is 
no coincidence that such matters, which in some respects are on the same 
scale as capital cases, are handled by the chief law enforcement official at 
the Justice Ministry. 
 It is not surprising that the committee tasked with defining the criteria 
for screening potential attorneys general recommended that candidates 
must have the qualifications to serve on the Supreme Court. One cannot 
overestimate how heavy the burden is on the attorney general's shoulders 
and the sound judgment he has to exercise, especially when the case 
involves a prime minister. 
 The Basic Law: The Government stipulates that ministers can 
continue to serve in the cabinet, even if they are indicted for major 
offenses, until they are convicted. Even then, they only have to step down 
if their sentence carries a prison term and a moral turpitude clause. 
 In the 1990s, the High Court of Justice set a precedent when it ruled 
that ministers cannot continue to serve when they are indicted for bribery 
and similar offenses. But the ruling did not mention cases involving the 
prime minister because such office holders are different and their 
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resignation triggers the resignation of the entire government. 
 That is why Israeli law sets a higher threshold for when a prime 
minister must resign: only after he has been convicted and the appeals 
process has been exhausted, and only if a moral turpitude clause has been 
attached to his sentence. A majority vote by the Knesset can remove a 
convicted prime minister from office even before the appeals process has 
been exhausted, but only if he has a moral turpitude clause in his sentence. 
 If police findings were enough to bring down a government in Israel, 
there would be no need for a State Attorney's Office, an attorney general, or 
the courts. The fact that this is not the case means that those who drafted the 
law wanted to ensure a government's fate would not be determined by jsut 
one entity. Thus police recommendations should be taken into account. But 
should their recommendations decide a case? No. 
 The Greek island affair taught us that police recommendations and draft 
indictments prepared by the state attorney are not sufficient to decide the 
fate of a prime minister in Israel. Some entities recommend, others decide. 
Let's keep it that way.   (Israel Hayom Feb 14) 
 

 
Iran's Opening Shot        By Eyal Zisser 
 Iran's launch of a drone on Saturday was a deliberate opening shot in 
that country's direct confrontation with Israel. In the past, Iran tended to use 
its emissaries in the region, whether they are Hezbollah or Palestinian 
terrorist organizations, to attack Israel. But the Iranians have now decided 
to act on their own, albeit to test Israel and its red lines when it comes to the 
Shiite country's presence on its northern border. 
 The serious incident in Israel's north follows a number of militant 
statements from Lebanese leaders in Beirut last week, claiming they are 
ready for war and will fiercely protect Lebanon's border and the gas fields 
off its shores in particular. Lebanon's leaders are not preparing for a war 
with Israel but rather parliamentary elections set to be held there two 
months from now. 
 Lebanon has absolutely no interest in a confrontation with Israel. And 
anyway, the issues under dispute with Israel, in particular the question of 
the demarcation of the maritime border between the two countries and the 
exploitation of the gas fields on the shores of the Mediterranean Sea, will 
likely be solved by U.S. Deputy Secretary of State John J. Sullivan, who is 
set to visit Beirut in the coming days. After all, it is American companies 
that will produce the gas along Lebanon's shores, and the last thing the 
Americans want is an infernal racket that could keep the gas and the cash 
from flowing. 
 The question of the Iranian presence in Syria and Lebanon is an entirely 
different matter, as are Iran's attempts to establish factories for the 
production of precision missiles on Lebanese soil. Israel has already made it 
clear this is a red line it would not allow Iran and Hezbollah to cross. It 
seems that as always, the key is in Israel's hands because it is only if Iran 
and Hezbollah are convinced Israel means business and is determined to 
preserve that red line, that there is a good chance they will be careful not to 
cross it. 
 The incident over the weekend can be seen as part of the psychological 
game between Israel and Iran, where both countries are testing to see who 
will blink first and just how far each side is willing to go. This weekend's 
events, therefore, do not necessarily need to escalate into a third Lebanon 
War. 
 It is true that in the past, for instance in the summer of 2006, war has 
broken out despite a desire by both the Israeli government and Hezbollah 
leader Hassan Nasrallah's to avoid such an escalation. That is why an 
experienced and responsible military and political leadership is so 
important. Such leadership could walk the delicate line between a 
determined and covert and all-out war. According to the Winograd 
Commission tasked with investigating and drawing lessons from the 
Second Lebanon War, there was no such Israeli leadership in 2006. In 
contrast, the events of the past seven years of the Syrian civil war are 
indicative of the success of Israel's military and political leadership in 
advancing Israel's security interests without being dragged into a 
confrontation. 
 The winds of war were also blowing in the south last week following 
reports of an impending financial crisis in the Gaza Strip that could lead to 
a renewed round of fighting. But Hamas is not interested in a military 
confrontation as a result of the financial hardships it faces in Gaza, and with 
the terror group at a low point the likes of which it has not known since 
seizing control of the territory over a decade ago. 
 The question is how should Israel handle the humanitarian crisis, which 
also has consequences for Israel's image in the media. The answer is clear: 
Another cement or delivery truck will not change a thing. The root of the 
problem is Hamas' rule over Gaza, which prioritizes the construction of 
tunnels and equipping itself with missiles over the welfare of the people. 
Just as no one has suggested helping residents of areas controlled by the 
Islamic State by providing financial assistance to the terrorist organization, 
so too is there no reason to help Hamas remain in power. The fall of Hamas 
will likely bring Gaza's salvation.    (Israel Hayom Feb 12) 
 

 
Remembering Three Rachels          By Stephen M. Flatow  

A mom-and-pop winery in a small Jewish settlement is "crowding out 
a peace deal in the Mideast," according to the Washington Post. Who 
would have thought that cabernet sauvignon could have such an impact on 
international diplomacy? 
 This latest blame-the-Israelis volley was fired by Post columnist 
David Ignatius, who recently visited a town in the Judea-Samaria 
territories whose name he spelled "Rehelim." The town's winery, operated 
by the Ben-Saadon family, offers a poignant commentary on the verse 
from Jeremiah: "Yet again shall you plant vineyards on the mountains of 
Samaria." 
 But Washington Post columnists are not very much interested in the 
significance of Jews having a 3,000-year-old connection to the disputed 
territories. Nor, apparently, is Ignatius particularly interested in more 
recent Israeli Jewish history, either - because he seems to be completely 
ignorant of the remarkable history of the town he visited, which should be 
spelled "Rachelim." 
 Here's why. On October 27, 1991, Palestinian terrorists opened fire on 
an Israeli bus on a highway in Samaria. The passengers weren't occupying, 
settling, or oppressing anybody. Their crime was that they were DWJ - 
driving while Jewish. The driver, Yitzhak Rofeh, was killed. So was Mrs. 
Rachel Drouk, mother of seven. 
 The other women on the bus then did something amazing. Right then 
and there, right at the spot where Rachel Drouk was so cruelly murdered, 
they sat down. And they refused to move. Friends brought tents. Twenty-
five women, and their children, moved into the tents. And there they 
stayed, day after day, night after night. Despite the cold, despite the 
danger. 
 "It could have been me," one of the women, Naomi Sapir, told an 
interviewer as she described the shooting. "Each woman there felt that it 
could easily have happened to her. Orphaned children were sitting now in 
some house, and that was what was so acutely distressing.... We 
understood the price we might have to pay, we grasped the enormity of the 
risk, the responsibility we have towards our children who travel the roads 
every day.... We made the decision - we were staying. It was a form of 
protest, a kind of cry to the world.... In a place of death, lights will begin 
to twinkle at night. There will be life." 
 The ladies decided to call this makeshift Jewish encampment 
"Rachelim." The name was meant to memorialize three Rachels. The first 
was Rachel Drouk, the shooting victim. The second was Mrs. Rachel 
Weiss, who was burned to death, along with her three children, when 
Palestinian Arabs firebombed an Israeli bus near Jericho three years 
earlier, in 1988. 
 And the third: Rachel Imeinu, the biblical matriarch Rachel. One of 
the first "settlers," she is buried next to Bethlehem. The prophet Jeremiah, 
lamenting the exile of the Jews from their land, spoke of "Rachel weeping 
for her children and refusing to be comforted, because they are no more." 
Then, in the very next verse, the prophet foretold the Jewish national 
revival: "Restrain your voice from weeping...they will return from the land 
of the enemy...your children will return to their borders." 
 The seven days of shiva were concluded, then the thirty days of 
shloshim came to an end, and still the women refused to budge. Their 
husbands brought food and portable heaters, and stood guard at night. 
Teenage girls from around the country flocked to Rachelim to help out. 
Rabbis came to give shiurim. 
 When the Israeli army finally stationed soldiers in the area, the women 
of Rachelim responded as good Jewish mothers always do. Here's how an 
Israeli journalist described it: 
 "Anyone passing by would probably have been surprised to see a 
group of tired, eccentric women dressed in long, full skirts and head 
scarves, sitting around a rabbi and listening to a lesson. The soldiers who 
came to guard there had never seen such a sight. These poor men had to 
stand there in the biting cold. But the women went up to them and offered 
them homemade cakes sent by their families. They invited them to warm 
themselves by the small heater." 
 The journalist noted that many of the soldiers, including those who 
described themselves as kibbutzniks and members of the political left, 
wrote admiring messages in the Rachelim guest book. 
 Faced with this extraordinary human drama and an overwhelming 
groundswell of public sympathy, the Israeli government finally gave in 
and authorized the establishment of the town of "Rachelim." And in the 
nick of time, too - because just a few months later, Yitzhak Rabin became 
prime minister and imposed a freeze on the establishment of new Jewish 
settlements that has lasted to this day. 
 You wouldn't know it from Ignatius's Washington Post column, but 
the creation of Rachelim did not harm a single Palestinian. Nobody was 
"crowded out." Nobody was displaced. The land was empty and barren - 
until a handful of courageous Jewish women decided to fill it with life. 
 There is, I am sorry to say, a tragic footnote to this story. In 2013, the 
Obama administration pressured the Israeli government to release 104 
imprisoned Arab terrorists to convince the Palestinian Authority to resume 



negotiations. Among those released were Juma Adam and Mamoud Abu 
Khraesh, the savages who threw the firebombs that murdered Rachel Weiss 
and her children. The PA withdrew from the negotiations a few months 
later. But the terrorists remain free.    (Jewish Press Feb 9) 
 

 
Yair Lapid's Political Blunder        By Mati Tuchfeld 
 In the aftermath of the Second Lebanon War in 2006, Benjamin 
Netanyahu, then opposition leader, waged a political battle against his 
predecessor, former Prime Minister Ehud Olmert. Netanyahu was deft at 
maneuvering between the places where he must be seen standing at the 
front and the places he must not enter. He knew, for example, not to be seen 
at the 2006 reservists' demonstrations against the Olmert administration, as 
Netanyahu's perceived involvement would have turned it completely 
political. Instead, he secretly sent his then-chief of staff, Naftali Bennett, 
and avoided getting his fingerprints on the matter. 
 Yesh Atid leader Yair Lapid has been duplicating Netanyahu's style as 
opposition leader since the previous election. He was even quite successful 
at this – until the police announced he was a witness in Case 1,000. Israel 
Police had announced Tuesday that there was sufficient evidence to indict 
Netanyahu for gifts he and his wife, Sara, are said to have received from the 
billionaire businessmen Arnon Milchan and James Packer. 
 Ever since the police announcement, Lapid has not only gotten his 
fingerprints all over, he has done a somersault straight into the deep waters 
of the Netanyahu investigation. Not only does this contaminate the 
investigation, which Netanyahu claims stinks of politics, this turns Lapid 
into the main contaminant. 
 At this stage, it is unclear if Lapid offered testimony out of eagerness to 
topple Netanyahu, or if maybe the police entrapped him. Like every civilian 
summoned to tell the truth, he was required to arrive at the interrogation. 
There is no serious dispute that Lapid is an honest man. Some Likud leaders 
have claimed Lapid gave false testimony when he realized that he was 
liable to get himself mired in the dealings of his friend, Milchan, and 
therefore dropped the case on Netanyahu as though he was the one who 
reported him to the police, but these claims are false and best not repeated. 
 Lapid is smart and experienced. He knows, or at least he should know, 
that his testimony on this matter cannot hold much legal clout. After all, he 
is Netanyahu's political rival, one who says over every podium that he 
wants Netanyahu replaced. Whichever way you spin it, Lapid cannot be a 
witness, certainly not a key witness. Once the police recommendations were 
made known, Lapid should have immediately announced that he has no 
intention of being so, distancing him from the matter. 
 Lapid even appeared to hint at this when he said that all in all he was 
questioned for about an hour on the matter. In other words, it appears the 
police manipulated him. They turned him into a smoking gun the entire 
Case 1,000 rests on before he even knew what was happening. Not only did 
Lapid refrain from distancing himself, he deepened his involvement in the 
case with his response after the recommendations were submitted. 
 The question will soon be answered if this is indeed Lapid's biggest 
political blunder in recent years. Lapid focused major efforts to reach 
audiences that did not support him in the past to successfully position 
himself, according to polls, in the best spot to contend for the seat of prime 
minister. These audiences may lend him support, but they are not suckers, 
nor are they his fans. Their only common denominator is their wish to 
topple Netanyahu. It is unlikely that they will agree to swallow their feeling 
of revulsion that goes along with this, however.   (Israel Hayom Feb 15) 
 

 
Waking Up To the Iranian Threat       By David M. Weinberg     

Perusing global media coverage of the sharp skirmish on our northern 
border last weekend, I was struck by the fact that few outlets focused on the 
Iranian aggression. Instead, the story was played out as a clash between 
Israel and Syria. 
 This is a serious mistake. It is an error in analysis that belies a deeper 
and more dangerous trend, which is the tendency of Western observers to 
ignore the root of so much evil in the region: Iran. 

It continually surprises me that public figures I meet here, visiting from 
North America and Europe, are truly not aware of the scope of Iranian 
muckraking and troublemaking in the region. Generally, they know that 
there are bad actors at play here, from al-Qaida and ISIS to Hezbollah, but 
they don’t have a comprehensive picture of Iranian belligerence and 
ambition, or the transformative, tectonic threat of Iran to Middle East 
stability. 
 If anything, they often think that the Joint Comprehensive Plan of 
Action (former US president Barack Obama’s nuclear deal) has shunted 
concerns about Iran to the back-burner, and that the ayatollahs are now 
placidly focusing on rebuilding their society and economy. 
 But, of course, nothing could be further from the truth. The Islamic 
Republic is on an aggressive march across the Middle East, presenting 
significant security challenges to Israel, to moderate Sunni Arab countries, 
and to Western interests. Iran does not hide its overarching revolutionary 
ambitions: to export its brand of radical Islamism globally, to dominate the 

region, and to destroy Israel. 
 So, for the purposes of briefing those who haven’t been paying 
sufficient attention, here is a summary of the treacherous Iranian record: 
Iran is carving out a corridor of control – a Shi’ite land bridge – stretching 
from the Persian Gulf to the Mediterranean Sea, including major parts of 
Iraq, Syria and Lebanon, under the control of the Iranian Revolutionary 
Guards Corps and its Quds Force, various Shi’ite militias, and the 
Hezbollah organization. This corridor gives Iran a broad strategic base for 
aggression across the region. 
  Iran is establishing air and naval bases on the Mediterranean and Red 
seas, and especially in Syria, in order to project regional power. It has also 
stepped-up its harassment of international shipping and Western naval 
operations in the Persian Gulf. 
 Iran is inserting militia forces into many regional conflicts, including 
support for the Houthi rebels in the Yemeni civil war. It seeks control of 
the Horn of Africa and the entrance to the Red Sea – a critical strategic 
choke point on international shipping. 
 Iran is fomenting subversion in Middle East countries that are Western 
allies, including Saudi Arabia, Egypt and Jordan. It is particularly focused 
on destabilizing the Hashemite regime in Jordan in order to gain access to 
Israel’s longest border (its border with Jordan) and from there to penetrate 
Israel’s heartland. 
 Iran is arming guerrilla armies on Israel’s northern border (Hezbollah), 
southern border (Hamas and Islamic Jihad), and terrorist undergrounds in 
the West Bank. It has equipped Hezbollah with an arsenal of more than 
150,000 missiles and rockets aimed at Israel, and supplied Hamas with the 
arms and rockets that fueled three military confrontations with Israel over 
the past decade. 
 Iran is sponsoring terrorism against Western, Israeli and Jewish targets 
around the world, including unambiguous funding, logistical support, 
planning and personnel for terrorist attacks that span the globe – from 
Buenos Aires to Burgas. Iran maintains an active terrorist network of 
proxies, agents and sleeper cells worldwide. 
 Iran is building a long-term nuclear military option, under the cover of 
the 2015 nuclear deal; an agreement that expires within a decade and 
which legitimizes Iranian uranium enrichment and advanced nuclear 
research as it sunsets. 
 Iran is developing a formidable long-range missile arsenal of great 
technological variability, including solid and liquid propellant ballistic 
missiles and cruise missiles. The latest Iranian missile, called the 
Khorramshahr, seems to be based on the North Korean BM-25 missile 
with a range of 3,500 km. The Iranian ballistic missile program is in 
violation of United Nations Security Council prohibitions. 
 Iran is threatening Israel with war and destruction. The supreme leader 
of Iran, Ayatollah Ali Khamenei, regularly refers to Israel as a cancerous 
tumor in the Middle East that must be removed, and speaks of the 
complete liberation of Palestine (meaning, the destruction of Israel) 
through jihad. 
 Israel and Iran have essentially been in a war of stealth since the early 
1980s (when Hezbollah was formed), but now Iranian generals and 
military forces have decamped on Israel’s border with Syria and have 
moved to direct and open military confrontation with Israel. Last weekend, 
the Iranian military launched an attack drone from Syria on a spy mission 
into Israel, and commanded the antiaircraft batteries that subsequently 
fired on Israeli jets (and hit a $50 million F-16I – the first Israeli jet felled 
by enemy fire in 30 years). 
 With the weakening of ISIS, the growing strength of Russia in Syria, 
and the continuing retraction of American involvement in the region, Iran 
apparently feels emboldened enough to escalate its confrontation with 
Israel. 
 Iran is also confident enough to continue to oppress its own people, 
with no regard for human rights or free speech. It had no problem putting 
down large anti-corruption protests that erupted this winter, and the 
ayatollahs continue to hunt down and assassinate critics of the regime 
abroad, too. 
 It is time to pay attention to the grave Iranian threat to us all.   
(Jerusalem Post Feb 15) 
 

 
Trump, Netanyahu and the Post-Oslo Era      By Caroline B. Glick    

You wouldn’t know it from the news, but this week, the probability 
that Israel will apply its law to areas of Judea and Samaria rose 
significantly. 
 This week was first time that either Prime Minister Binyamin 
Netanyahu or the Trump administration ever addressed the possibility of 
Israel applying its law to areas of Judea and Samaria. 

Lawmakers from Bayit Yehudi and the Likud have prepared separate 
bills on the issue. MK Bezalel Smotrich’s Bayit Yehudi party bill calls for 
Israel to apply its law to Area C – the parts of Judea and Samaria located 
outside Palestinian population centers. 
 The second bill, proposed by Likud MK Yoav Kisch, calls for Israel to 
apply its law to the Israeli communities in Judea and Samaria. The Likud’s 



central committee unanimously passed a resolution in December calling for 
the government to implement such a policy. 
 On Monday, Netanyahu met with the Likud Knesset faction to convince 
the lawmakers to postpone consideration of Kisch’s bill. Netanyahu gave 
two justifications for his position. 
 First, he said that he wants to discuss the issue with the Trump 
administration. Netanyahu explained, “On the topic of applying sovereignty 
[in Judea and Samaria], I can tell you that for some time now I have been 
discussing the issue with the Americans.” 

Netanyahu continued, “Our relationship with them is a strategic asset to 
the State of Israel and the settlement enterprise.” 
 Netanyahu’s statement was very general. The media chose to interpret 
it to mean that Netanyahu was lobbying the Trump administration to 
support the application of Israeli law to parts of Judea and Samaria. 
 But that is not at all what he said. He said that he is discussing the issue 
with the Americans and that he wants to maintain the good relations Israel 
now enjoys with the Trump administration because those relations are a 
strategic asset for Israel. 
 The second guiding principle Netanyahu said inform his position on 
applying Israeli law to parts of Judea and Samaria contradicts the notion 
that he wants the Trump administration to adopt the cause of applying 
Israeli law in Judea and Samaria as an American position. 
 Netanyahu said he opposes Kisch’s bill because he believes that 
applying Israeli law to the Israeli communities in Judea and Samaria is “an 
historic undertaking.” 
 Netanyahu said, “This has to be a government initiative and not a 
private one, because this is a historic undertaking.” 
 Before considering the implications of Netanyahu’s second guiding 
principle, we need to examine carefully consider the US position on the 
issue. 
 Netanyahu’s general statement to the Likud Knesset faction provoked a 
media maelstrom. The outcry compelled the Trump administration to 
respond. The manner it responded to the media storm was instructive. 
 The administration’s first response came at the conclusion of Secretary 
of State Rex Tillerson’s meeting with Egyptian Foreign Minister Sameh 
Shoukry in Cairo. Tillerson was in Egypt on the first leg of his regional tour 
to Egypt, Jordan, Lebanon, Turkey and Saudi Arabia. Given his hosts’ 
opposition to President Donald Trump’s recognition of Jerusalem as 
Israel’s capital last December, the State Department was certainly not 
interested in having the US embroiled in Israeli discussions about applying 
Israel law to areas in Judea and Samaria. 
 And yet, in his media appearance, Tillerson ignored the issue. He told 
reporters, “The Trump administration remains committed to achieving a 
lasting peace agreement between the Israelis and the Palestinians.” 
 As the media storm in Israel and the region over Netanyahu’s remarks 
expanded with Palestinian condemnations of his statement, a senior 
diplomatic source in Jerusalem clarified Netanyahu’s remarks to reporters. 
 The senior diplomatic source explained that Netanyahu “has not 
presented the United States specific proposals for annexation, and the US 
has not expressed its agreement with any such proposal. Israel updated the 
US on the varying proposals that have been raised that the Knesset. The US 
expressed its clear position that it wishes to advance President Trump’s 
peace plan. Prime Minister Netanyahu’s position is that if the Palestinians 
maintain their refusal to negotiate, Israel will present its own alternative.” 
 This statement is the most revealing statement any senior official has 
made on the issue of applying Israeli law to areas of Judea and Samaria. 
The senior official told us several things we didn’t know. 
 First, Netanyahu plans to wait to present any new Israeli position on 
Judea and Samaria until after Trump presents his peace plan. 
Second, Netanyahu will postpone consideration of any plan to present an 
independent Israeli initiative if the Palestinians agree to return to the 
negotiating table. 
 Finally, like Tillerson, the senior Israeli official did not say that the US 
opposes Israeli plans to apply Israeli law to parts of Judea and Samaria. 
 Later on Monday, in response to virulent criticisms of the US following 
Netanyahu’s remarks, the Trump administration stiffened its tone. 
 White House spokesman Josh Raffel issued what the media presented 
as a harsh rebuke of Netanyahu’s statement before the Likud Knesset 
faction members. 
 “Reports that the United States discussed with Israel an annexation plan 
for the West Bank are false, Raffel said. 
 “The United States and Israel have never discussed such a proposal, and 
the president’s focus remains squarely on his Israeli-Palestinian initiative.” 
 Did Raffel’s statement tell us anything new? Not really. 
 The senior diplomatic source said Netanyahu has updated the 
administration on the various proposals for applying Israeli law to areas of 
Judea and Samaria. He didn’t say Netanyahu held discussions with 
administration officials about the various proposals. And the senior 
diplomatic source said that the US remains committed to advancing 
Trump’s peace plan. 
 In other words, there is no inherent contradiction between Netanyahu’s 
statement at the Likud faction meeting, the statement by the Israeli senior 

diplomatic source, Tillerson’s statement and Raffel’s statement. None of 
them said that Israel is interested in having the US support applying Israeli 
law to Judea and Samaria. None of them said the Trump administration 
opposes applying Israeli law to Judea and Samaria. 
 They all said the Trump administration is committed to advancing its 
own peace plan. 
 The sense that the dispute between Netanyahu and the White House 
was more apparent than real was reinforced on Tuesday at the State 
Department press briefing. 
 State Department spokeswoman Heather Neuert had no response to 
the news that the Knesset passed legislation placing Ariel University under 
the auspices of the Council of Higher Education, instead of a designated 
special council that deals specifically with higher education institutions in 
Area C. Like everyone else, she restated the administration’s commitment 
to advancing its own peace plan. 
 And this brings us to the peace plan the administration is now 
preparing. 
 Diplomatic sources in Jerusalem say that Netanyahu has presented two 
positions that he believes must be incorporated in any peace plan to ensure 
that the plan, if implemented will produce peace rather than war. 
 First, Netanyahu insists that the Palestinians must recognize Israel’s 
right to exist. 
 Second, Netanyahu insists that Israel must maintain permanent control 
over the eastern border with Jordan. 
 These goals are eminently reasonable. Israel cannot share sovereignty 
west of the Jordan River with an entity that rejects its right to exist. So any 
peace deal must involve Palestinian acceptance of the Jewish state’s right 
to exist. 
 By the same token, even in an era of peace, Israel cannot surrender its 
ability to defend itself. Since Israel cannot defend itself without perpetual 
control over the Jordan Valley, Israel cannot sacrifice its control over the 
Jordan Valley. Any deal Israel strikes with the Palestinians that does not 
include perpetual Israeli control over the Jordan Valley is a recipe for war. 
 If Trump accepts Netanyahu’s position and incorporates it into his 
peace plan, then as far as Netanyahu is reportedly concerned, the 
negotiations can begin in earnest. 
 On the other hand, if the Palestinians refuse to accept these conditions, 
then the peace process will be over. 
 And if the peace process ends, Netanyahu will present his own plan. 
That plan, apparently will look a lot like the Likud central committee’s 
plan to apply Israeli law over the Israeli communities in Judea and 
Samaria. 
 Rather than supporting someone else’s bill, Netanyahu will present the 
plan to the cabinet for approval and then introduce it as a bill to the 
Knesset, just as then prime minister Menachem Begin applied Israeli law 
to the Golan Heights in 1981. 
 While all of these developments may appear odd, we have been here 
before. 
 In many ways, the situation today recalls the situation in 1992. In 
1992, the US was sponsoring peace talks between Israel and its Arab 
neighbors in Washington. Without informing the Americans, after taking 
office in 1992, the government of Yitzhak Rabin and Shimon Peres began 
carrying out secret talks with the PLO under the auspices of the 
Norwegian government in Oslo. 
 After the first Oslo deal was concluded in August 1993, Rabin sent 
Peres and then-Foreign Ministry legal adviser Joel Singer to the US to 
brief then-secretary of state Warren Christopher on the agreement. Rabin 
hoped Christopher would agree to present the deal as an American peace 
plan. Rabin believed that the Israeli public would be more supportive of a 
deal with an American imprimatur. 
 In a 1997 interview with Middle East Quarterly, Singer described the 
meeting with Christopher. Singer recalled that as Christopher read the 
agreement for the first time, a shocked look came over his face. “His 
lower jaw dropped, and for the first and last time in my life, I saw Warren 
Christopher smile.” 
 But Christopher rejected Rabin’s request, all the same. 
 “Secretaries of state are not supposed to lie,” he told Peres and Singer. 
 Just as the Clinton administration was not willing to take the lead on a 
new strategic trajectory that placed Israel and the PLO on equal footing, so 
the Trump administration is not willing to initiate a new post-Oslo Middle 
East. 
 That is Israel’s job today just as it was Israel’s job in 1993. 
 A close reading of Netanyahu’s statement to the Likud Knesset faction 
makes clear that he understands this basic truth. And a close reading of the 
statements and counter-statements from Jerusalem and Washington 
following his briefing to the Likud Knesset faction indicates that if and 
when Netanyahu embarks on a new course, like Bill Clinton and Warren 
Christopher in 1993, Trump and his advisers will not stand in his way.   
(Jerusalem Post Feb 15) 
 

 
 


